FAMILY MOVIE MATINEE: TOGO

1. Describe what Leonhard Seppala sees when he looks over his shoulder?
2. What type of outbreak has impacted his town? _____________________
3. Why did Togo’s behavior lead Seppala to believe that this storm was special?
4. What does Seppala see when he looks through the hospital window?
5. How old is Togo? _________________
6. What news does the mayor share with Seppala and his wife?
7. What does Seppala’s wife, Constance, say to Togo before they leave?
8. What was wrong with Togo when he was born? What did Seppala originally think of him?
9. Why did Victor Anderson return Togo?
10. What did Togo injure early on in their journey? ________________
11. What does Atiqtalik’s name mean? _____________ ___________ _______________
12. How does Seppala try to prevent young Togo from escaping his kennel?
13. Why are the dogs scared?
14. What type of temperature and windspeed does Seppala face on his journey?
15. What was Seppala searching for when he moved to Alaska? _____________
16. How does Togo escape from his next home?
17. Finish Seppala’s Quote: “It’s the most extraordinary thing I’ve ever seen. He’s not a ___________
dog, he’s a
____________ dog.”
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19. What idea did the governor come up with twelve hours
after Seppala left? According to Constance, why is this
a poor decision?
20. What suggestion does Henry make while talking to Seppala?
21. Pay attention to the caption. What event is Seppala and his team taking part in during the flashback?
22. Describe what it is like when he travels back over the sound:

23. Read the Caption: What does Atiqtalik say when Seppala asks why she is crying?
24. What does Togo refuse to do?
25. What word does Seppala repeatedly use to describe Togo? _______________________________
26. Which dog’s photo is taken for the paper and declared to be the “Champion Savior of Nome”:
_____________
27. Describe the scene at the children’s hospital:
28. What rule does Seppala break when he gets home?
29. What gift does Dan bring Togo?
30. Why does Seppala ask Togo to forgive him?
31. Finish Seppala’s Quote: “It was foolish of me to think Togo would ever be denied. I always thought
he lived
for the sled. When all along, what he ____________ ___________ was __________.”
32. How do they describe Seppala Siberians?
33. Closing Caption: How many sled teams participated in the 1925 serum relay? __________ How many
miles did
most teams average? _________ How many miles did Seppala’s team complete? __________
34. Closing Caption: What happened in 2011?
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35. What lesson(s) could one learn from Togo? Explain your answer below.

